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Besides the fundamental factors such as macroeconomic factor and the 
microeconomic factor of the companies, stock price is also affected by 
non-fundamental factors. We define stock fragility as the extent to which an asset’s 
price will be affected by trading demand unrelated to non-fundamental risks. If a 
stock is susceptible to no-fundamental shifts in demand, then it has a high fragility. 
Investment funds play an important role in China’s security market, their trading 
behavior will have on obvious influence on stock prices. The herding behavior and 
positive feedback trading as well as the trading demand driven by investment cash 
flow will induce the fragility of stocks and further affect the stock price. While the 
existing research mostly study the influence of funds’ trading behavior on stock price 
from the aspect of funds’ herding behavior and positive feedback trading, this paper 
study the influence on stock price variation caused by fund’s investment cash flow. 
Based on the fragility indicator proposed by Greenwood and Thesmar (2011), we 
analyze the influence on stock price variation caused by stock fragility form the 
aspect of investment cash flow of funds. The study is helpful for the analysis and 
measure the variation of investors’ trading demands and the influence on stock price 
caused by the shift of trading demands. The study indicates that the higher the 
fragility is, the bigger the volatility of stocks’ return is. The study also suggests that 
the more volatile the funds’ cash flow, the higher the fragility is and the greater the 
influence on stock price caused by the fragility is, which also documents that on some 
extent stock fragility can predict the variation of future stock price variation. On the 
basis of fragility, we then extent stock fragility to the co-fragility between stocks and 
use it to analyze the comovement of stock prices. The study demonstrates that the 
greater the co-fragility of stocks is, the more obvious the stock price comovement is. 
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祁斌和黄明（2006）[12]等在 Sias 和 Faugere 方法的基础上，采用规范的实
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